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Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse Category. Search
Tools. Set an Alert? Original Owner. Garage Kept. Excellent Condition. Low mi Same local
owner for the past 27 years? Female owned, well cared for and always Contact Seller. Auction
Vehicle. Private Seller. Timeles Beauty! Meticulously Maintained Always! A very nice solid ZX,
all maintence up too date, Automatic transmission shifts well, the 6 cyl Refine Search? Also be
sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and
white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition
has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed
with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey
and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida
beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and
independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced
in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is
finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac
Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from
new, retaining its original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system.
The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally
sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. Originally introduced in for the model year, the Nissan ZX was intended
to be a replacement for the venerable Nissan Though it had big shoes to fill, the ZX sure did fill
them! An instant hit across many areas of the target market, ZXs are both affordable and fun
even today. The second generation Z32 , like this you see here, broke from the traditional
Nissan styling to ring in the s as a whole new car. This car is a Japan Domestic Model import
yes, from Japan! You're probably trying to remember the last time you saw a Z32 ZX this clean!
Unless you are or know a collector, it may have been a while. Though this car has some light
and easily reversible modifications, it has covered a mere 42, miles 67,km according to the
odometer. The overall condition of the car speaks to this being actual and correct mileage. The
exterior of this Nissan is very clean, straight, and free of any major damage. This is a subtle
vehicle, customized to turn heads without drawing a crowd. Looking to drive something unique
but fly under the radar? This just may be the JDM classic for you. Step inside, and you'll
immediately notice that you've gotten into the wrong side of this car. Since it was originally sold
for the Japanese market, it is right-hand drive RHD! This is a fun, quirky feature of this car and
anything JDM that is a sure conversation starter. The interior is in excellent condition, with only
a couple of minor changes including an NRG neochrome steering wheel, a modern radio, and
pink rear side panels. Should you want a vehicle to revert back to neaerly stock, this is a largely
unmolested car and the interior could be completely reverted in an afternoon. The reason for
the radio change is due to the fact that Japanese radios do not pick up the full range of US
frequencies. The seats, carpet, and plastics are all in excellent condition and this car is very
much a time capsule back to the s! Under the hood, you'll find the crown jewel: the twin-turbo 3.
This Nissan ZX specs continue as the VG30 is hooked up to a 4-speed automatic transmission,
and this puppy sure does scoot! For some drivers, the automatic will be preferable in
conjunction with the RHD aspect of this car as it makes it easier to adjust to being reverse of
the usual driving position. As a whole, this Nissan ZX turbo is in excellent condition as can be
expected for a 42, mile vehicle. There are so many neat features on this car, you'd just about
have to see it in person to really appreciate it! It is incredibly clean, both inside and out, and
could easily be taken to the next level as a JDM classic. All sales are final. It is the sole
responsibility of the customer, and which we strongly encourage, to thoroughly inspect the
vehicle personally or via 3rd party, to ensure satisfaction to the condition and value, prior to
purchase. Any descriptions or representations are for identification purposes only and are not
to be constructed as a warranty of any type. Vehicle information is provided by the consignor
current owner of the vehicle, and while we do perform a visual and safety inspection of the
vehicle upon arrival, we can make no warranty, guarantee or representation regarding the
accuracy, truth, or reliability of such information. Dealership is not responsible for any errors,
omissions, or inaccuracies contained in information provided by third parties. The majority of
these vehicles are considered classics or antiques, meaning they are older vehicles with

sometimes dated automotive technology. We are not an expert in the construction, engineering,
finishes, materials or components of these vehicles. Our employees are a team of talented
individuals with a history in the classic car industry. We perform an extensive visual
inspections on all vehicles we represent, but we do not disassemble vehicles or components for
inspection purposes and therefore it is always possible there is hidden damage that is not
readily apparent. Dealership and its affiliates shall and will make every reasonable effort to
disclose any known defects associated with a vehicle prior to the close of sale. Dealership
assumes no responsibility for any repairs needed to the vehicle and it's the buyers sole
responsibility for any repairs that might be needed. If marked "Numbers Matching" or "Original
Mileage", the consignor current owner states this vehicle as such. Customer is encouraged to
verify this information on their own, prior to purchase. We can assist you in delivery through
our network of private and commercial carriers. Most of which can deliver the vehicle to your
driveway. We assume no responsibility for damages or delays incurred once a vehicle is in a
shipper's custody. Because we advertise each vehicle with so many third-party affiliates, it is
the customer's sole responsibility to verify the accuracy of the price with the dealer. All
advertised prices exclude local, state, government fees and taxes and dealer documentation
fee. Pricing are subject to change without notice. Vehicle availability is not guaranteed and
subject to prior sale. Regardless what is agreed to verbally, we cannot guarantee a vehicle will
be held for a potential buyer without a non-refundable deposit collected to hold the vehicle.
Contact the dealership about pricing to place a deposit on a vehicle. Sign Up for Our Newsletter!
Sign Up. Email: info sheltonclassics. Engine Engine Type Gasoline. Body Body Color Graphite
Metallic. Basic Year Interior Interior Color Gray. Email Us Contact Details Name. Last name.
Outlying Islands U. Thank you for your interest! We will get back to you soon. First Name. Last
Name. Speed Digital. Our vehicles come AS-Is with no warranty. The dealer assumes no
responsibility for any repairs to the vehicle. Our mission is to provide customers and car
collectors a fair, friendly, fun experience when buying a hard to find Japanese Import car, a right
hand drive Japanese minitruck, classic antique car, or muscle car. We are not only selling these
vehicle but have a large number of cars on display that are part of Gary Duncan's collection. We
pride ourselves in having a casual business atmosphere to make our visitors comfortable and
welcome them to our family of owners. We have many local car enthusiasts and friends that
visit frequently to share memories and stories of their passion for automobiles. That passion is
why Gary Duncan created this dealership, for the car fanatic in all of us! Notice to Bidders: The
vehicles we list for sale at eBay are also for sale at our retail location. Please contact us to
confirm vehicle availability. We reserve the right to end an auction early. Please call to make
arrangements for payment. We accept the following forms of payment: Cash in person, certified
funds, institutional financing. All sales transactions must be completed within 7 calendar days
of auction close. Prices are subject to change without notice. Although every effort is made to
present accurate and reliable vehicle information, use of this information is voluntary, and
should only be deemed reliable after an independent review of its accuracy, completeness, and
timeliness. It is the sole responsibility of the customer to verify the existence of options,
accessories and the vehicle condition before time of sale. Any and all differences must be
addressed prior to time of sale. No expressed or implied warranties, including the availability or
condition of the equipment listed is made. EPA mileage estimates are for comparison purposes
only. Actual mileage may vary depending on driving conditions, driving habits, and vehicle
maintenance. State or local taxes, title, license fee, processing fees, registration fee, dealer
documentary fee, finance charges, emission testing fees, and compliance fees are additional to
the advertised price. Visit eBay Store. Full size photos. Stock :. Equipped with a 1. Third party
pre-purchase inspections are welcomed and shipping to anywhere in the USA can easily be
arranged. Call us today to inquire and schedule your test drive! Vehicle Description. Vehicle
Warranty. About Duncan Imports and Classic Cars. Contact us for more details. Terms and
Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question? Call the dealer at General Terms. Fees and
Taxes. Refine your search. Automatic 11 Manual 4. Hatchback 25 Coupe 12 Pickup 1. Gasoline
Classic Cars Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. Sale price not combinable with other
promotions or discounts. E-mail : wasowskanikolia yahoo. Com nissan sx. This vehicle was
purchased new at the local nissan dealer andis a one owner lady driven vehicle. This a rust free
garage kept 66, milevehicle with only a few blemishes. Interior is in super condition. Vehicle is
exceptionally nice. Air Conditioning. I rarely drive it, and it Air Conditioning.
Comoptions:description nissan sx. Comoptions:description:up for sale is my always
garage-kept nissan sx coupe with the silviaconversion. It currently runs 22psi. Again, the motor
has all forged components and was built for high boost. This isn't a teenager's car. This is a
responsible adult driven racecar and was built for that purpose. Has about 3k on the newly built
motor. Just installed a brandnew battery. I rarely drive it, and it needs a good home. It's a very

fun,very fast car! The paint job is a mercedes-benz graywith a honda black. The hood could use
a repainting. The paint is by no meansperfect, but it looks good with typical imperfections here
and there. The idlecould use some tweaking as it idles high at the moment, but i've
beenadjusting it from winter to summer as it changes when the tempe. Google Ads. Saratoga,
WY 3 years classiccars. The interior is also custom with leather door panels, carbon fiber
custom trim panels, power windows and power locks. Up for sale is my always garage-kept
Nissan sx Coupe with the Silviaconversion. The paint job is a Mercedes-Benz graywith a Honda
black. The idlecould use some tweaking as it idles high at the moment, but I'v
nissan hardbody clutch adjustment
ford bronco manual
2008 jeep liberty thermostat
e beenadjusting it from winter to summer as it changes when the tempe. Interior Is In Super
Condition. Vehicle Is Exceptionally Nice. Started once a week. Netoptions:description:nice
condition and factory stock. Please email, call or text See all my cars at Prices do not include
tax, license and fees. Bliss ford for details. This particular model has had a 2. It is the naturally
aspirated version. It is in outstanding shape, and has super low miles. This is the japanese
version of the usdm sx. It is right-hand steering. This particular car has only 5, km on the
odometer, which is roughly under 3, miles. The right seat does show some wear however, and
the dashboard has some cracks from old age. The frame rails, subframe, and so forth are in
fantastic shape! I will try my best to answer as fast as possible. Wheels:- 5-Zigen 17" with rear
and stagger full tread Dunlop Direzza Star-spec rubber. This car has always been garaged, and
not driven in weather. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

